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File I/O Revisited

Opening files to read:

Output:
Grades from the first line:  ['98', '86', '100', '54', '63\n']

my_file = open("grades.txt", "r")

first_line = my_file.readline()

grades = first_line.split('-')

print ("Grades from the first line: ", grades)

my_file.close()

grades.txt

98-86-100-54-63
54-89-78-90-85
0-95-70-69-87-55



Opening files and reading all lines:

Output:
Total expense was: 751

my_file = open("expenses.txt", "r")

total_expense = 0

for line in my_file.readlines():

expenses_list = line.split('-')

for expense in expenses_list:

total_expense += int(expense)

print(“Total expense was:”, total_expense)

my_file.close()

expenses.txt

100-54-63
78-90-85
70-69-87-55



Opening files to write (print output):

Output: The sentence “I am writing this output to a file” will be 
written into a file named output.txt

my_file = open("output.txt", "w")

my_file.write("I am writing this output to a file")

my_file.close()

New function:
f.write(string)

writes the contents of string to the file, returning the 
number of characters written.



Opening files to write (print output) cont.:

Output: The sentence “I am 20 years old.” will be written into a file 
named  myage.txt

my_file = open("myage.txt", "w")

my_age = 20

my_file.write("I am " + str(my_age) + " years old.")

my_file.close()

file.write(string) takes only one argument, so you need to change any other
types into strings and concatenate (+) all parts before passing them as an argument.



Argument 1 Argument 2 Argument 3 Argument 4

Output:

Number of arguments: 4 arguments.

Argument List: ['ex1.py', 'input', '10', '15']

Parsing Command Line

Command-line arguments passed to a Python program are stored in
sys.argv list. The first item in the list is name of the Python program.
You must import the sys module.



• This is important because this is how your programming assignments 
and quizzes will be compiled in the future!!

• Example 2:

Parsing Command Line Cont.



Sum of two numbers which are taken from command line

25

• Example 3:

• Compiling: 

• Output: Argument 1 Argument 2



• Example:

Lists 
Revisited

input.txt

sum:86-100-54-63
average:54-89-78-90-85
blah

Output:
The sum of all items in this line is: 303
The average of all numbers in this line is: 79.2
Operator was not specified or is unknown.

After this operation, input_items will have the 
following value for the first line: 
[‘sum’, ‘86-100-54-63’]

Splitting input_items[1] i.e. ‘86-100-54-63’


